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editors note this is part one

of a two part series submitted by

Ms brown look in the next issue

for the rest of her story
I1 can remember waking up to

the sounds of buzzing mosquitoes
and bumblebees just on the other
side of the canvas tent wall the
sound of a crackling fire and the

sizzle of bacon in the cast iron fry-

ing pan the hollering and the

scolding of the seagulls flying
overhead I1 can remember look-

ing up to see the brilliant sun shin-

ing through the tent and

the mosquito tent inside
I1 remember the an-

ticipation of sinking
my teeth into some
ofmoms delicious
sourdough hot
cakes and the in-

evitablecvitable rolled
oats mush in-

terspersedters persed with the
occasional corncom meal look-
ing around for the smellylly greasy

B 12 mosquito dope so that I1

wouldnt be eaten alive bybythevpthe vo-

racious bugs as soon as I1 stepped
out of the tent going directly to
the stainless steel basin to wash
my face and hands reapplying the

bug dope and then waiting for my

breakfast to be done
more anticipation this time for

the next scheduled event t the gath-

ering of our main staple FISHI

by mid momingcoming everyone was in
the boats on the way to look forforaa
school ofoffishfish to seine there were

usually two or three people who

scouted for the fish walking
slowly and a little way baciback from
the beach so as not to scare the
fish when they reached agree-
ment that a certain spot was the
right place they carefully back-
tracked to the waiting boats

only one boat was used for the

actual se ining what we call
qaaq chaqchaa the person with the

strongest arms and back was the

designated rower another person
waited for the signal to let out the

net and watched to make sure it
didnt tangle or get caught on the

way out of the boat and into the
river once the net was completely

out that person grabbed a long
stick and started pounding the
water to try to keep the fish from
escaping through the holeholc be
tweentwccntwecn the net and the boat

in the meantime the people on
the beach would throw rocks be-

tween the net and the boat again
to keep the fish escapement

to a minimum then
the anchor

Pper

s 0 n

holding the net

on the beach started
slowly hauling in the net as he
walked down the river bank

simultaneously the rower
headed toward the beach so that
the net could be brought in some-
times this was hard to do as the
net might contain hundreds of
fish all fighting to get out finally
one or two people would run out
to help bring in the boat the
rower would let go of the oars
quickly untie the rope jump out
of the boat and run toward the
beach

now I1 calmly sit here writing
but at the time all this was hap-
pening it was anything but calm I1

there was excitement rushing
and scurrying about running
hollering and much ado some

times things seemed to be mov-
ing in slow motion at other times
everything was moving full blast

then it was everybody to the
net to finish bringing it in by then
the water had come to life the fish

frantically fighting to stay alive
splashing water over everything
and everybody before the difficult

task of dividing and loading the
fish into the boats began there
were a few moments of quiet
thanksgiving and a little time for
the fish to settle down

the adults had been busy col-
lecting willow branches ones
that were strong enough to hold
the fish and supple enough to tietic
a knot or two the chums were
usually put in groups of ten and
the pinks in 15 to 20 depending

on size they were skewered
through the gills and at-

tached so that
the loading
could be

done more

y expeditiously
while this

was going on a
fire was started

and some male
humpichhumpieshumpicshumpiespics were be-

i n g roasted over the fire
a willow branch down the length

of the body and anchored to the
ground nothing like fresh fish
roasted over an open fire na
kuubuu yum yumlauml after smelling
the fish cooking for what seemed
like forever remember how impa-
tient we all were as kids it was
finally time to catleatleat the scrump-
tious crunchy fish skin holding
together the most delicious flaky
tasty fish my mouth waters at the
memory

note enid J brown is an
inupiaq originally from white
mountain alaskaakiskaadiska who is currently
residing in anchorage
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